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Please raise your hand, and keep it 
raised, if you’re currently involved in 
collaborations…



Please lower your hand if your 
collaborations feel like…



Please lower your hand if your 
collaborations feel like…



If your hand is still raised…





HFHE Mission:
To eliminate poverty housing in Egypt

HFHE Challenges:
• Tremendous need
• Limited resources
• Low brand recognition
• Competition  

• Universal Dilemma:  Lofty mission, severely 
limited resources relative to scale of mission



HFH Egypt
“We have an Egyptian proverb that I used in my 
methodology, which is that the basket that has two 
handles should be carried by two people.  So I put this 
proverb in my mind and this is how I began to think to 
address this problem [of poverty housing in Egypt]”

Yousry Makar, 2006
National Director, HFHI Egypt
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HFH Egypt:  Unprecedented Impact

Efficiency:  Fastest scale up, Highest ROI
Effectiveness: Highest repayment rates, program synergies   

 Sustainability: Complementary programs, exit strategy 
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    Research across many fields…



Networks can be vastly different but 
fundamentally the same…



Principle #1:
Mission, Not Organization.

Leaders adopt strategies and tactics to achieve a mission, 

not necessarily to pursue organizational growth.



Principle #2:
Trust, Not Control.

Trust and shared values are far more important 

(and robust) than formal control mechanisms

such as contracts or accountability systems.



Principle #3:
Humility, Not Brand.

Organizations work alongside their peers as equals

and willingly take a back seat when their partners

are in a better position to lead.



Principle #4:
Build Constellations, Not Stars.

Network partners see their organizations as 

part of a larger web of activity targeting a cause, 

not as a hub of action. 



Build Constellations, not Stars

Graphics courtesy of Marty Kooistra 



Four Network Principles

1. Mission not organization

2. Trust not control

3. Humility not brand

4. Constellations not stars



Questions?



Four Network Principles
1. Mission, not organization: Advancing the mission takes priority over  

advancing the organization. Leaders adopt strategies and tactics to achieve 
the mission, not solely to stimulate organizational growth.

2. Trust, not control. Trust and shared values are far more important than 
formal control mechanisms such as contracts or accountability systems.

3. Humility, not brand.  Organizations work alongside their peers as equals 
and willingly take a backseat when their partners are in a better position to 
lead.

4. Node, not hub. Those who embrace the network mindset see their 
organizations as one part of a larger web of activity directed toward a cause, 
not as the hub of the action.



How can network leadership help you to 
achieve your goals?





Interested in learning more?

Find: more articles, case studies, and 
resources at  newnetworkleader.org

Contact:  jwei.skillern@gmail.com


